ABSTRACT

This paper proposes and tests an inventory allocation heuristic for online retailing. Key characteristics that distinguish online retailing from brick-and-mortar retailing are: joint inventory replenishment to multiple fulfillment centers (warehouses); the flexibility to choose which fulfillment centers serve a particular customer order; and significant outbound shipping costs which must be considered in addition to holding and stockout costs.

In this paper, we describe the unique characteristics of an online retailing inventory system. Assuming that system-wide inventory levels and stocking locations have been decided a priori, we examine different ways to allocate this inventory among the selected fulfillment centers under a periodic review replenishment policy. By examining small examples and analyzing data from a large American online retailer, we show how traditional decentralized allocation policies may perform suboptimally and induce costly dynamics, especially when inventory imbalance and local stockouts are common. We then describe why local stockouts and inventory imbalance are especially common in online retailing, due to shared safety stocks and everyday operational realities. We provide evidence for the latter based on our acquired dataset. Finally, we propose a new replenishment policy that is based on an implementable linear programming-based heuristic and that allocates inventory accounting for possible spillover during the lead time. We test the heuristic by a simulation that accounts for disruptions due to operational realities. Our heuristic dampens the costly dynamics, and leads to savings in outbound shipping costs over the status quo policy of between 0.5% and 1%, depending on the magnitude of the disruptions.
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